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Now comes the fun part: Weaving!

In this weave-along we will teach you the basic skills to weave this
piece: Weaving lines, adding beads, beginning and ending threads as
well as a few tapestry techniques that will add some interest to your
piece. But there’s no need to stop there! If you have other techniques
in your weaving arsenal, feel free to use them! That said, if you’ve
never woven tapestry before and don’t feel ready to get into more
complex techniques where you use multiple wefts, you can absolutely
skip one or all of the techniques that we cover. This piece is all about
imagination and texture and the results are going to be spectacular no
matter what. This project is gorgeous when woven with just simple
stripes!

Remember, the kit for this project makes two bracelets, so consider
that when choosing your colors. There may be a color or colors you
want to use for the first bracelet and not the second. In my example
piece, I did not use the red silk.

Click here to watch my week two introduction video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5djF7Fxxs8


How to Use the Shedding Device:

When the shedding device handle is in one position, you are in one
shed (lifting half the warp threads) and when the handle is in the other
position you are in the other shed (lifting the other half of the warp
threads). Using the shedding device eliminates the need for weaving
in and out of warp threads. With it, you will simply place your fiber or
beads in the space between the lowered and raised warp threads,
change the shed and do the same thing going in the other direction.

Each time you weave a weft or wefts across your piece (a half-pass)
you will change your shed by moving the shedding device handle and
changing the position of the shedding device. If you forget to do this,
you will notice that the wefts will be layered on top of each other
without any warp in between.

The image below shows the two positions of the shedding device.



Kit Materials:
8/0 Beads: The larger beads, used to weave in your piece.
11/0 Beads: The smaller beads, used for finishing.
Crystals: Tiny crystals, used in your piece combined with 8/0 beads.
Gold Thread: Thread used in your piece.
Silk: Thread used in your piece.
Novelty Railroad Yarn: Variegated thread used to add texture and
spots of color to your piece.



Preparing to Weave:

First, you will weave in a piece of thread to act as a base for your
piece.

Take a piece of the C-Lon Cord you used to warp your loom, move
your shedding device to open the shed in one direction and bring the
thread through the open shed. Loop around the side bar (this should
be on the threaded rod), change the shed and bring your thread
through the piece again. Tie off with the other end of the thread
around the other side bar. At this point make sure the warp threads at
the bottom of your piece and those at the top of your piece are even
and the piece is the same width throughout.

Note: If you have a Bottom Spring Kit and warp coil (this warp coil
should match the one on the top of your loom) you do not need to do
this step.

How to Weave a Line:

When weaving tapestry it is important to know that a line is made
when all warp threads are covered by the weft. To make a line
you must make two half-passes, meaning you weave across in
one direction (one half-pass) and then come back in the other
direction (one half-pass) creating a line.



You will change your shed (changing the position of the shedding
device to raise a different set of warp threads) after each
half-pass.

You always want to make sure the tail of your threads face the back of
the loom. When beginning a new thread, depending on the shed you
are in and whether the last warp thread is raised or lowered, you may
have to make what is called a pigtail to have your thread face the back
of the loom. To do that, take your thread that is facing forward and
loop it around the edge warp thread so it faces backward.

This video shows how to make a pigtail.

Weaving a Header

Before you begin the body of your piece, you will weave a header.
Take a length of the C-Lon Cord you used as warp (about a
wingspan’s length.) Change your shed and place your cord in the
space between the warp threads, making sure the beginning of your
thread is facing the back of the piece (you may need to make a pigtail
as described above.)

Now, change your shed (by again moving the position of the shedding
device) and bring your thread back the other way. Continue doing this,
changing your shed between each half-pass. Be careful not to pull too
tightly when you move your weft across, but also do not leave any
space between where the weft turns and the warp.

Weave this header until your cord is almost gone. You can end your
thread (and any subsequent thread) at the selvedge or in the middle of
the piece and tuck it behind the warp threads. It is usually easier to
start and end threads in the middle of the piece.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syXo0ODJhMM


Beginning to Weave:

Begin a thread of silk where you ended your header cord, tucking the
beginning of thread to the back of the loom. If you are beginning at a
selvedge, you may need to start with a pigtail.

Before we weave in our first row of beads, we want to weave several
rows of silk. Do this just as you wove your header:



-Weave across the piece to the selvedge
-Change your shed
-Weave across the piece in the other direction
-Change your shed

Note that the loops at both selvedges (edges) should be neither baggy
or so tight that it pulls in. You want to keep the width of your weaving
even.

Adding Beads (and Crystals):

Now that you know the basics of how to weave fiber, we’re going to
focus on how to add beads to your piece.

First, take your sewing needle and thread a few inches of C-Lon size
D beading thread (not the cord you used before). Then, tie the ends of
the thread together in an overhand knot making a loop on the needle. I
suggest an overhand knot because you will be using this set up more
than several times and a square knot will want to undo itself.



Make sure you have a long enough length of a thin weft thread (like
the silk) on your loom to weave a few passes. Take the tail of that
thread on the loom and place it through the loop you made on the
needle. Pick up 14 of the 8/0 beads (the larger beads) and/or crystals
(the tiny crystals) with the needle. Then, push the beads down the
needle, over the loop and onto the weft thread. Now your weft thread
will have 14 beads on it.

If you are using the crystals, know that they are much more difficult to
get onto the silk weft than the 8/0 beads are, as the holes are smaller.
I recommend pushing each one over the knot in the thread individually
instead of all at once.

Change your shed and weave through with your weft as if you were
weaving normally. Your beads will have to be at least a couple of
inches above the last row you’ve woven in order for them to fit into the
shed. Position them evenly and push down so they fit between the



warp threads on top of your last row of weaving. Change the shed
again and continue to weave with just the fiber weft.

This video shows how the process works.

Continue weaving a few more rows of just the silk thread. When you
are ready to add a new thread, stick the end of the old thread in
between and behind the warp threads and start the new one where
the old one ended.

Keep Weaving:

Click here to see a video of weaving a few rows in fast-motion.

Below we discuss a few different tapestry techniques and methods to
add different materials (gold thread and railroad yarn) to it. Feel free to
employ or skip any of these methods.

Weaving in Opposite Directions:

Weaving in opposite directions is a foundational skill in tapestry
weaving. It sets up a relationship between your threads that allows

https://youtu.be/EUsCh6X186Q
https://youtu.be/PRs93ufnNVo


them to cross into each other’s territories creating the essential
tapestry technique. The idea is simple: If you are weaving with
more than one weft at the same time, each weft should be
heading in the opposite direction as the one next to it.

To begin weaving with two wefts, weave the weft you are currently
using part way across your piece and then start a new one at the
opposite selvedge (either using a pigtail or starting the weft
behind the raised selvedge warp thread depending on the shed
you are in) and weave it to meet the first weft. Change your shed.
Weave each weft back in the other direction.

Slit Tapestry:

A slit occurs when two wefts that are heading in opposite
directions meet and separate leaving a slit in between. See the
image below.



Hatching:

Hatching is another technique that you can use that builds on weaving
in opposite directions. Instead of stopping your two weft threads when
they meet (like when making a slit), you can actually move one weft
over the other, making sure to never move one weft over the working
edge of the other one.

Check out this video for more on hatching.

Weaving with Gold Thread:

The gold thread is very thin and tangles easily. I like to take a long
length of this thread and then fold it over four times and weave with
that. You can also combine a length of this with the silk or railroad
yarn.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8f9Sd1RfSLU&t=155s


Weaving with Novelty Yarn:

The novelty railroad yarn adds some fun texture and spots of color to
your piece! Weave with it like you would the silk. You can either
combine a thread of silk or gold thread with the yarn for (removed
each) more texture.



Soumak Knotting

Adding a row of Soumak Knotting gives some fun texture to your
weaving. To do this, weave a few rows with a single silk weft. Bring
your silk over two warp threads and then loop back around one from
the back, go over two more and loop back around one. Continue this
pattern.

Color Blending:

Combining two silk wefts or a silk weft and some gold thread is a great
way to add interest to your piece. See the image below. The arrows
show where two silk wefts were combined.



Advancing your Weaving:
At some point while you’re weaving, you’ll probably notice that there
isn’t quite enough space between your fell line (the top of your
weaving) and your shedding device. At that point, it’s time to advance
your weaving. Simply snip the base thread you wove before your
header, loosen your tension and slowly begin moving your warping bar
up the back of the loom. This will “advance” your piece around the
back of the loom, lowering the weaving on the front and giving you



more space to weave! Check out this video to see how the process
works.

Keep Weaving:

Whether you’ve decided to weave stripes or use different tapestry
techniques, keep weaving! Have fun with this piece. Continue to add
beads periodically and have fun designing as you go!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2luuLAoKX9c




Finishing Weaving:
When your weaving has reached 7” in length (not including your
header), weave another length of your C-Lon cord (the warp thread)
just like your header to end your weaving. Make sure to not place any
beads in the last ½” or so of your weaving.



You’re now done weaving! Next week we will finish our bracelets.


